Upcoming Events

04.10., 18ct  Timetable Consultation (for aspiring teachers only)
05.10., 0830  Introductory Event B.Sc.
05.10., 1500  Trinerdian Tournament
08.10., 08st  Introductory Event M.Sc.
08.10., 1145  Campus Tour
08.10., at AWD Scavenger Hunt
10.10., 14st  Freshmen Rallye
11.10., 18ct  Game Night
16.10., 20st  Bar Hopping
19.-21.10.  Freshmen Weekend
23.10., 18ct  Experience Sharing

Freshmen Weekend

To Stadtkyll. The registration period is until the 11th of Oct. at all FS-events and in the AWD (you can unsubscribe until the 17th of Oct). Expenses: 30€ (25€ expense, 5€ pawn). You can register in groups up to three (in case we have to draw lots).

Join, it’s gonna be marvelous!

\[ \sqrt{-1} \]

Why can’t we be together?

It’s complex.

200 years University of Bonn

Our university was founded in 1818 and named after king Friedrich Wilhelm III. It’s its birthday! This is a reason for a variety of celebrations: special lectures, congresses and exhibitions about our university. Between October and December the guiding theme is „Diplomacy in a Multipolar World“.

From 10.10. Series of Lectures: Data Science
18.10. Feast with Birthday Party
30.10. \( M^3 \): Music × Mathematics × Painting
03/04.11. Theater Play by Felix Hausdorff

Inform yourself about further events and how to participate via the Internet at 200Jahre.uni-bonn.de.

Some Deadlines

Inform yourself on the BaMas internet page and READ YOUR EMAILS!

04.-10.10. Tutorium Placement
01.-30.10. Registration to Seminars and Internships
29.10.-09.11. Registration to Bachelor’s inquiry (for Freshmen)

Interesting Riddle

You have two full boxes: one with sugar, one with salt. You put a spoonful of sugar from the sugar box into the salt box. Then shake. Afterwards, put a spoonful of the mixture back into the sugar box. Is now more sugar in the salt box or more salt in the sugar box?

The answer will be on the next loo paper.

Solution of last months riddle:

The red and yellow triangle are not similar. The whole figure has a kink. Sneaky!

For feedback, Q&A mail to klopapier@fsmath.uni-bonn.de